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July in Tampa

Meeting Preview: Merle Nicholson will present: “GPS, Time
and When You Are, session two of 96, a lifetime spent on the
edge of your chair.” Bob Lafave will have the usual Windows Q
& A for the first 30 minutes.
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Minutes of the June Meeting
By Merle Nicholson, Secretary,
Tampa PC Users Group
merle@merlenicholson.com
The Windows Special Interest Group (SIG) opens our
monthly meeting. The SIG moderator, Bob LaFave,
introduces new or little known products and technological developments for discussion by the group.
He accepts questions and requests for help in solving
problems from attendees.
Bob covered a wide variety of PC subjects, starting
with a review of search providers. Then he demonstrated the setting that turns off the system restart and
presents a bluescreen instead. This is a very desirable
setting for everyone, as Windows Install defaults to
Restart.
Bob then demonstrated Windows Download Center,
and Knowledge Base and how to look up the KB
(number) updates, as well as how to check updates for
install errors. Bob then mentioned InTune, an update
manager application, then EMET v4.0 Beta (Enhanced
Mitigation Experience Toolkit). Bob conducted a very
interesting and entertaining session with good group
participation.
Blain Barton from Microsoft was again with us for the
meeting presentation. Blain has been doing an annual
presentation for us for several years and he’s always
entertaining and informative.
This session, Blain demonstrated Windows Azure, the
cloud-based software service. This is a storage service
but includes many valuable software packages that run
on the user’s behalf. He demonstrated creating an SQL
database and also how easy it is to set up a WordPress
web site. He did a quick starter website for us.
As always, interesting and informative. 
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Comments..........Continued from page 1

programs such as Windows 8, Azure (the Microsoft
Cloud), Windows Phone, Bing and more. The 6,000
attendees (who either paid or their employer paid
$2,000) were treated to three days of major and minor
presentations and as a bonus given free items, such
as a Microsoft Surface Pro and an Acer Iconia W3
Windows 8 tablet. They also were given some lesser
items like 100 GB of storage on SkyDrive, a one-year
subscription to Office 365 Home Premium and a oneyear subscription to Adobe Creative Cloud. So the
attendees got back most of their registration money in
the form of gifts.
You can watch the Day One Keynote address at http://
channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2013/1-001. Some
of the highlights are:
● Windows 8.1 Preview now available
● Visual Studio 2013 Preview now available
● Two new Nokia phones, the 928 and the 925, thin
and light with the best cameras on the market
● The Nokia 521 for third world markets at $150
● Also HTC 8XT and Samsung ATIV S Neo phones
going to Sprint this summer
● Many new small and larger tablets, some combo
type with detachable keyboards
● New small and larger laptops, all with touch
screens
● Windows 8.1 will have built-in support for printing
to 3D printers (if you can afford one)
Microsoft CEO Steve
Balmer admitted
that most of the first
Win 8 devices did
not have touch, but
that will not be the
case going forward.
There is now a large
collection of different Windows 8 touch
tablets, laptops and
combo devices. The
small 8.1 inch Acer
Iconia W3 Windows
8 tablet comes in at
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around $400. The Lenova Helix can go over $2,000
depending on RAM and hard drive size. And Dell has
an all-in-one with a 27” screen, an i5 or i7 processor,
up to 16 GB of RAM and a hard drive up to 2 TB,
starting around $1,600.
Balmer paid particular attention to the Lenova
Helix device with an all-day battery because it has
a detachable keyboard with an additional battery. It
weighs only 2 lbs., has an i7 processor, 8 GB RAM
and a 180 GB solid state drive. “Is that a PC or a
tablet,” Balmer asks. It is not cheap. Have a look
at http://shop.lenovo.com/us/en/tablets/thinkpad/
thinkpad-helix/index.html/.
Win 8 has been out seven months and has 100,000 applications (seven of which are by William LaMartin).
Additionally, you have the millions on regular Windows desktop applications.
He said that there were 800 updates to Win 8 coming in 8.1. Bing will be part of the operating system
instead of just a search engine, whatever that means.
You watch the video and see if you understand it. Free
music streaming is built into Win 8, streaming what
was a bit unclear to me – all songs or a select collection. When in the Win 8 app mode instead of the desktop mode, Snap (displaying two Windows Store apps
on the same screen) is no longer constrained to the 1/3
Comments.......Continued on page 4
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- 2/3 part of the screen. You can now snap two applications to any ratio. In fact, you can now snap more
than two applications. And the upgrade of Windows 8
to 8.1 will be free.
Now to the big thing, at least for some people. The
Windows Start button is back. Here is how I understand that. You will be able to configure Win 8.1
to boot directly to the desktop (as seen in the previous image), not the
Win Store apps Start
screen. And once on
the desktop, you can
tap the small icon in
the bottom left corner
of the desktop to bring
up a Start screen on
top of the desktop.
Based on what I saw,
that results in a collection of tiles representing both Windows
Store apps and desktop
applications. You can
also go further and
have the Start screen
display all applications sorted in different
ways, alphabetically being one choice, as shown in the
screen capture on this page. However, it is still not the
same as what you had in Windows 7. I think the reason Microsoft will not go back to that is that it would
be quite difficult to tap on those entries on a small
screen with your finger. With a mouse, you could but
not with your finger.
Personally, I am not going to jump in and install the
8.1 preview since I have Windows 8 on two computers, and I don’t want to do anything that might cause
problems for my current perfectly-functioning Windows 8. If I had been one of those attendees at Build
2013 in San Francisco and had thus been the recipient
of a new Surface Pro tablet, then I might have installed
8.1 on that.
I learned many years back the dangers of installing
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trial software when I installed some beta version of
Internet Explorer (probably as far back as IE 4) and it
caused spell check to disappear from Outlook Express,
which was my email program at the time. There was
no way of fixing the problem until the final release
of that version of Internet Explorer was available to
install. And if anyone needs a spell checker, I do.
There is also a preview version of Visual Studio 2013
available, and I just might try that out since I don’t

believe it will cause any problems with my currentlyinstalled Visual Studio 2012. As I understand it, VS
2012 and VS 2013 exist happily side-by-side on the
same computer. However, I am going to do a full
Acronis backup of my Windows 8 computer before
installing Visual Studio 2013 Preview so that I can
restore things if that is not the case. And it is time to
do such a backup anyway. Have you backed up your
computer – or at least your data files – recently?
A few extra items:
Recycling Staples will accept many computer items
for recycling at their store: Desktop computers,
laptops, monitors, printers, UPS battery backups
and much more. Here is a link to their info: http://
www.staples.com/sbd/cre/marketing/easy-on-theComments........Continued on page 5
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Internet Picture of the Month

Apple 1 Computer
The Apple 1 computer above in working condition sold for $671,400 in May at an auction in Germany. You
may read about the auction at http://www.cnn.com/2013/05/28/tech/gaming-gadgets/apple-computer-auction. I
love the comment to the article at CNN that says: “Good old Apple fans. Still overpaying for dated products.”

Comments..........Continued from page 4

planet/recycling-and-eco-services.html. I have a
defunct laptop from which I removed the hard drive
and a defective UPS backup that I plan on dropping
off. It seems a lot easier than getting in line for the
Hillsborough County collections of such things.
Amazon link Don’t forget to use the Amazon.com

link on our website’s main page to do your ordering
at Amazon. It costs you nothing and the club gets
approximately 4% of your purchase price. For your
March purchases, we received $50.43. For your
purchases in April, we received $24.24. Also, we
receive no information about who made the purchase,
only what was purchased, its price and our share. So
think TPCUG.org before you go to Amazon.com. 

July’s Interesting World Wide Web Locations
Tampa PC Users Group (that’s us)
Shorpy Historical Photo Archive
Wandering Wino (had to include for the name)
Display fusion
UltraMon Download

http://www.tpcug.org/
http://www.shorpy.com/
http://wandering-wino.com/
http://www.displayfusion.com/
http://www.realtimesoft.com/ultramon/download.asp
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Old Tampa Photos
By William LaMartin, Editor, Tampa PC Users Group
william@lamartin.com
I have been dealing with the Burgert Brothers
photographs of the Tampa Bay area for many years.
A lot of people use my two search methods at http://
www.lamartin.com/burgert/index.htm, which the
library is well aware of and quite happy with. I
particularly like the version which requires Silverlight
in the browser.
But now, according to Microsoft, we are moving
away from such things and focusing on apps, so I
have created an app that does that, as they say, named
Old Tampa Photos. The link to the app is http://
apps.microsoft.com/windows/en-us/app/old-tampaphotos/73777782-b140-41bd-acfe-0676ae1be3ee. If
you go to that link, you will see seven screen captures
of the app, considerably more than space here allows.
And if you have Windows 8, you might also install it
and take a tour of this area in a time that for the most
part was before any us had arrived on the scene. I find
the photos interesting and think that I have probably
viewed all 14,000 plus of them over the years.
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What you see above is the opening screen displaying
the images in the collection dated before 1920. There
are 625 of them, which you may view the thumbnails
of as you scroll to the right. In the app, if you were to
tap on the thumbnail in the lower right corner of the
image displayed above, you would bring up a page
with a larger image and information about the image
as seen in the screen capture on the next page. That
photo is from 1912. I don’t think there are any water
fountains for horses left in downtown Tampa.
The screen capture below the latter one shows the
Windows 8 Share charm being displayed, which
allows one to send an email to someone with the photo
and its accompanying information.
Windows 8 also has a Search charm, which, when
invoked in this app, will allow you to search the entire
Burgert collection for a single word or phrase. As
an example, a search for “hurricane” will display
34 images. A search for computer will display zero.
However, one for “IBM” or “International Business
Machines” will yield several. There is also another
Windows 8 charm, the Devices charm. Bringing that
Burgert........Continued on page 7
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Burgert.........Continued from page 7

up will allow you to print the photo in question to
your local printer. Since most of the images are no
more than 750 pixels wide, the image produced will
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not be of top quality or size. If you should want a
very high quality and even a very large reproduction
of the photo, you will want to follow the instructions
Burgert........Continued on page 8
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I don’t expect this app to have much appeal outside
this part of Florida. However, I suspect that more
people will be interested in it than in the Computer
Group Newsletters app covered in last month’s
newsletter comments; that app featured all the TPCUG
newsletters, and the Windows Phone version is now
published at http://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/
store/app/computer-newsletters/dd35c8f2-8d5e-4c5b84de-e24d1204f2ac. I am also curious to see if Old
Tampa Photos increases the requests to the library for
reprints of the images. I will check with Bob Baggett
Photography in a few months on that. 

Hillsborough Ave

56th Street

There is one last feature of the app, a slide show. Pick
the time period in which you are interested and simply
move through the images using your finger (on a touch
monitor) or the mouse. If you wish to skip ahead,
there is a slider that allows you to do that. And, as
before, if you find one you would like to share, bring
up the Share charm and send it to a friend.
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provided with each photo to contact the library or their
assigned photo studio to have that reproduction made
for you.
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